A methodology for extracting the domain knowledge from an existing three-tier web application and subsequent formulation of the platform independent model (PIM) is described. As it was devised during a reverse engineering process of an existing web application which needed to be reimplemented on a new platform using new technology, it focuses on the domain knowledge and business functions. It produces the business model and the hypertext model leaving the presentation model aside. The methodology is semi-automated -the generation of the activity diagrams and parts of the hypertext model must be in part performed by an analyst, preferably the one with some domain knowledge. As the paper is primarily aimed at practitioners, a case study illustrating the application of the presented method is included.
Introduction
Reverse engineering of an existing software application can be aimed at different goals. One is to gain the insight into a competitors' product to learn how to replicate its design, the other is to discover possible patent infringements. Often it is performed to produce various kinds of documentation [5] as the documentation might be either outdated or even nonexistent. The final result of reverse engineering is a description of the application at a higher level of abstraction, but this may be understood differently by different people. If only the documentation has to be obtained, reverse engineering can result in a formal text description. However, if the result is to be used further on, i.e., for upgrading, modification or even reimplementation of the existing application, diverse design models are needed.
Although a software technical specification can be either missing or outdated simply because of a professional misconduct, the deficient software specification can result from a particular software development model used to produce the application. For instance, if the agile software development methodology is used [29] , it is quite possible that no detailed software specification will ever be produced since one of the main principles of the "Manifesto for Agile Software Development" explicitly values working software over comprehensive documentation [3] . Furthermore, the agile methodology concentrates more on management rather than on technical aspect and documentation [25] .
Later on the agile approach to software development can become an obstacle for the maintenance of the application for many reasons. First, porting an application from the existing platform to a new one might be difficult (even if the new platform is only a major new version of the existing platform). Second, business processes might change and since they are hard coded, a significant amount of the code must be changed. Third, in time people initially working on the application get replaced by new people with less insight into the application.
Hence, at certain point in the application's life cycle the existence of a model at a higher level of abstraction is an advantage for both managers and programmers [37] . Furthermore, it can also reduce maintenance costs [18] . The appropriate model can be produced even if no domain knowledge nor the application's architecture is known but even a limited amount of domain knowledge and insight into the application's architecture proves to be highly beneficial.
As the model-driven development (MDD) promotes a definition of the software development through a hierarchy of defined models at different levels of abstraction, it seems a natural choice for the formulation of the results obtained by reverse engineering [20, 30, 42] . These models are defined by the modeldriven architecture (MDA) which implements the MDD. An important characteristic of MDA is promotion of the automatic generation of the lower level description models -the application code in the selected technology. Additionally, MDD promotes the use UML notation which became a standard modeling approach supported by various efficient tools. Thus by selecting the platform independent model (PIM) as defined in MDA for the final result of reverse engineering we gain a clear definition and an important advantage for the subsequent reimplementation of the application. This paper describes a methodology of reverse engineering for producing the platform independent model (PIM) in order to modernize the application. In the ideal situation it would be used by the Architecture-Driven Modernization approach [41] as shown in Fig. 1 . The methodology is especially targeted for situations where the team producing the PIM includes at least some members of the development team. Unlike some other papers [35] , the paper includes an in-depth case study on how the methodology has been applied to a real world application. Initially the methodology advocated the generation of business model only [36] . As described here, it has been extended to include the generation of the hypertext model as well (leaving the presentation model aside as it is not needed if the application is reengineered). The generated class diagrams are now fully object oriented and by far the most critical part, i.e., the generation of the activity diagrams, has been improved significantly with (a) a new step of dead code elimination and (b) semi-automatic code simplification. Furthermore, the latest experiences with the described method are included as well.
Nowadays a large number of different languages, technologies and tools for the development of web applications is available. Hence, a completely general description of reverse engineering is almost impossible to formulate: either it is too general to be valuable as no concrete actions and procedures can be described or in trying to be comprehensive it becomes too large and imprecise. To ensure the paper has a practical value, the approach is given for the Oracle DB and Oracle Portal 1 as the selected case study is based on this technology. It is believed the Oracle technology is a good choice for presenting the new approach as it is (1) wide spread, (2) suitable for implementing the most complex web applications, and (3) a market leader and model for others. However, as PL/SQL is not object oriented (OO), reverse engineering of an existing PL/SQL application and generation of the PIM involve the shift to the OO-design.
The rest of the paper starts with Section 2 which contains an overview of the application used as a case study. Section 3 gives a short introduction into what the PIM of a web application should consist of. Section 4 describes elimination of unused parts of the application. Sections 5 and 6, the core of the paper, describe how the PIM can be extracted from an existing web application. The next two sections present the practical experience gained while producing the PIM for the actual real-world web application, and the discussion. The paper is concluded with a section on related work and conclusion. For the purpose of this paper, figures obtained from the generated diagrams have been manually translated to English.
A student information system as a case study
As the procedure presented in this paper sprang from practice, a case-study based on a web student information system named e-Študent (developed and initially deployed at the Faculty of Computer and Information Science of the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia) is to be introduced first [26, 27] .
e-Študent is a student information system developed and used at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. It is a three-tier web application built using the Oracle DB and Oracle Portal technology and written primarily in PL/SQL with some JavaScript. It consists of almost 800 different programming objects (dynamic pages, stored procedures and functions) with over 220.000 lines of code in total; its database contains almost 120 tables. The developer team consisted of people who were themselves developers and users at the same time, and hence the agile methodology seemed a natural choice [3, 29] .
The development of e-Študent started in 2001 and by 2003 the initial release has been used by most faculties of the University of Ljubljana. Its main functions are providing electronic support for student enrollment, management of examination records and grades, and keeping the alumni records. All together it has been used by approximately 20.000 users (students, professors and staff). In 2008 the University of Ljubljana decided to replace e-Študent with at that time yet nonexistent successor. The reasons were many. First, the existing e-Študent was designed to be used by a single faculty and therefore different faculties were running their own instances instead of a single inter-faculty instance desired by the University. Second, as the number of elective courses increased dramatically by the introduction of the imminent new Bologna study programs (compared with the old pre-Bologna programs), the structure of the study programs was modified significantly and, sometimes even within the same faculty, in different directions.
The new system built after 2008 did not meet the expectations as it was focused more on implementing additional functionalities and less on suitable implementation of the existing, i.e., essential, ones. After the new system was made and evaluated it has been realized that during the development and maintenance of the original e-Študent a huge amount of the domain knowledge had been accumulated. In fact, due to the turbulent times of the Bologna reform, the source code of e-Študent is most likely the most comprehensive and the most formal specification of the student examination process. It is precisely this domain knowledge that should be extracted during reverse engineering, and it should be extracted as a model suitable for the development of e-Študent's successor after the first attempt, i.e., without eŠtudent domain knowledge, failed.
Platform independent model of a web application
Model-driven development is based on a notion of automatic transformations between different models describing an application on different levels. In the ideal situation, a developer would produce a platform independent model (PIM), add some platform specifications to reach the platform specific model (PSM), and finally generate the application [24] . Apart from this, the PIM provides a standard way to model an application in a technology independent way, i.e., by using UML diagrams. This approach is supported by a number of tools [42] .
For web applications it has been advised [32] that the PIM should consist of -a business model, -a hypertext model, and -a presentation model.
Apart from the (usual) business model describing the business processes, the hypertext model describes how web pages are built and linked while the presentation model contains details of the graphic appearance of a web application. The three-model web application description is a prevalent approach supported by most methods, however other model names, i.e., content, navigation and behavior model, may be used instead [7, 42] . It has been shown that by using the appropriate MD methodology, namely URDAD [39] , out of 13 different kinds of UML diagrams only the following 4 kinds of diagrams are sufficient to produce the business model:
The first three types are usually produced during the analysis phase (which is not an issue in reverse engineering) while all four types are needed during the design phase. Class diagrams are used for the service contract and for the collaboration context, use case diagrams are used for the responsibility identification and allocation, activity diagrams specify the full business process while sequence diagrams denote the user work flow and the success scenario [39] .
The hypertext model is an abstract description of the composition and navigation between web application pages, page elements, and fragments of page elements [32] . This model is especially important in case of dynamic web applications with their distributed integration, user directed flow of execution and dynamic creation of HTML forms [33] .
In most cases the PIM of an existing application is needed when the application must be reimplemented using the new platform. Hence, the focus is on the business model and the hypertext model; the presentation model is less important as it is to be replaced by a new one suitable for the new platform.
Elimination of the dead code and the dead data
During the development and especially during the maintenance developers produce a number of redundant code and data objects which are not used by the application anymore. Some of these objects might contain older or alternate solutions, some are temporary data collections, etc. Most of them are obsolete or even invalid.
The technique for dead code and dead data elimination is pretty straightforward: all objects not identified as live are considered dead. Live objects are identified using the following two steps:
1. Determining live root objects: In general, this step depends highly on the technology the application is made in. For the application that has been designed using the Oracle Portal and Oracle DB, the application's start page User pages Dyn. pages Procedures Functions Tables Triggers  All objects  288  253  523  291  382  65  Live objects  236  186  388  207  117 2. Computing all live objects: Once the root objects are known, all objects reachable from the root objects must be identified. In other words, a transitive closure of the set containing the root objects must be computed. The connections among objects can be obtained by (a combination of) the following two methods:
-by inspecting the metadata contained in the Portal's Data Catalog;
-by parsing every object and extracting all links to other objects.
Inspecting the metadata can most often produce perfectly adequate results. However, if nonstandard techniques have been used, the second method must be used also -it requires more effort since a parser for every programming language used within the application must be produced.
Note that the dead code elimination works on entire objects: if an object, i.e., a dynamic page, stored procedure or function, is found to be used, its entire contents is considered as live -dead code elimination within each particular code object is performed during the construction of activity diagrams.
Case study: e-Študent is an application made in Oracle Portal using Oracle DB. By inspecting the application's metadata in Oracle Portal the application's start page, five user groups and start pages for each user group were identified.
The core of the entry point for each user group is designed as a menu implemented in JavaScript (see also the description of use case diagrams below). By parsing JavaScript implementations of menus for all user groups the initial list of live user pages was obtained. Using Portal's Data Catalog all other live objects of the application were determined; apart from the user pages the list of live objects includes dynamic pages, stored procedures and functions, database tables and triggers.
The results of the dead code and dead data elimination are presented in Table 1 . Note that more than 25 % of all code implementing the business logic, i.e., dynamic pages, stored procedures and functions, are not used. This is mainly due to the changes introduced during the Bologna reform. Likewise, almost 70 % of all tables are not used: many tables were introduced for live testing but later not removed for safety reasons.
Producing the business model

Class diagrams
Class diagrams represent the static structure of software systems in a graphical way [31] . Hence, it describes the structure of data and the structure of business processes.
In reverse engineering of a non-OO application based on the relational database the structure of data is obtained from the entity relationship model (ERM). The ERM might not exist or might be outdated, but it can be generated by inspecting the database using standard database tools. Once the relevant ERM is obtained, it is first transformed automatically into the conceptual class diagram, i.e., a class diagram without methods. This transformation encompasses the following rules [40] : The names of classes and attributes are the same as the names of the corresponding entities and fields; classes corresponding to composite types get synthetic names. The list of different tools that can carry out this transformation (at least to some degree if not entirely) includes tools like 'PowerDesigner' by SAP Sybase [4] , 'UML Modeler for SQL' by Entrionics [2] , and 'Altova UMODEL 2012' by Altova [1] .
Although conceptional class diagram can be considered adequate [40] , the proper way is to augment its classes with methods so that the resulting class diagram includes the description of behavior. During reverse engineering, the behavior is extracted from the stored procedures and functions of an existing application. To enhance the class diagram with methods, each stored procedure and function should be mapped into a method of a certain class. In cases where a stored procedure or function is associated with one table only, it is automatically transformed into a method of a class representing that table. Otherwise, a skilled analyst should manually determine the appropriate class.
Case study: The class diagram of e-Študent was made in two steps. In the first step, the ERM of e-Študent was automatically generated and transformed into the conceptional class diagram using PowerDesigner. The entire conceptional class diagram of e-Študent is shown in Fig. 2 which illustrates the overall structure of the original ER diagram and of the resulting (conceptual) class diagram at the same time. In the second step, the conceptual class diagram was transformed into the proper OO class diagram. The associations, i.e., the mapping of stored procedures and functions to tables, were first determined using the information available in Oracle DB Data Catalog and by subsequent parsing of stored procedures and functions source code 2 . In cases where a single stored procedure or function is associated with multiple tables, a heuristic was used to determine the list of most probable tables a stored procedure or function belongs to: tables with a higher number of inter Fig. 3 . Unfortunately, the entire class diagram with all details (some methods have 20 parameters!) exceeds the available space. Method names are the same as names of the stored procedures and functions the methods are based (prefixes PROC and FUN are inherited from the exist-ing eŠtudent code, not added). Keeping the same names simplifies the analysts transition from the old application to the new model.
Use case diagrams
A use case diagram represents system functionality by exhibiting the interactions between system's users and the transactions that provide value to users. They display relationship between actors and use cases [31] . In reverse engineering they are important as they offer unrivaled top-down insight of the system's functionality.
In most web applications, a use case diagram specifies a set of actions that can be performed by a certain user. In fact, as each user may play different roles, each use case diagram specifies main operations that can be performed by a particular user group. Hence a list of user groups must be retrieved from the system using one of the following two methods:
-by checking the list of user groups stored in the Portal; -by inspecting the system from the user's point-of-view (in most cases, user roles can be determined by inspecting how each user logs into the application).
Once the list of user roles is established, one use case diagram per each user group should be produced. The generation of the use case diagram depends heavily on the technology and tools the web application is made with, and therefore no list of procedures applicable to all and every tool can be given here -for the Oracle DB/Portal case, see the case study below.
Users performing different user roles might be allowed to perform operations common to many different roles. Although a clear sign of an incautious design, two situations can nevertheless arise in practice:
-One particular function is found in different use case diagrams, either under the same name or under different names. -Two functions found in two different use case diagrams share the same name but denote two substantially different actions.
Using the static analysis of the code it is possible to check whether two functions are carried out by the same code. However, if they are not, the resolution must be made manually by a developer/analyst.
Case study: Initially, the five user roles of e-Študent have been determined using the domain knowledge but the list of user roles kept by the Oracle Portal has been checked for verification. The use case diagrams for e-Študent were obtained from the e-Študent menu files. The menu files were generated by HVMenu 5. tool for producing Javascript code implementing menus to be used within web pages. Since generated, these files have a very indicative structure (one call of Array constructor per menu option) that allowed the entire structure of menus, submenus and options to be obtained by simple parsing. Hence, under the assumption (supported by the domain knowledge) that a single menu option reflect a single main operation a user can perform, the generation of use case diagrams was thus reduced to parsing Javascript menu files and producing the diagrams using the dot tool of GraphViz package by simply ranking graph nodes from left to right (rankdir=LR). Due to their size, only one of the resulting seven diagrams is shown; see Fig. 4 . There are seven diagrams instead of five because the menu of one particular user group is split into three menus (one main menu and two submenus).
Activity diagrams
Activity diagrams are the most important artifacts in terms of the future reimplementation of the existing application as they denote the operational semantics of business processes [31] . At first glance, the activity diagrams can be produced automatically from the existing code. Certain tools are available, each specialized for a particular platform. However, no tool seems to be capable of generating activity diagrams for a real world application that would be suitable for reengineering the application. In most cases the generated activity diagrams are simply distilled code shown in a different form and thus they should not be used in the subsequent MDD for the following two reasons:
-The generated diagrams face granularity problem: understanding of the diagrams is obstructed as too many unnecessary details are included while sometimes some important details are systematically omitted [23, 43, 44] . -The generated diagrams may include some bad design elements which should not be propagated to the next versions of the application [23] .
Hence, producing adequate activity diagrams cannot be fully automated but it can be machine supported. Namely, before the PL/SQL code is given to an analyst to retrieve the business logic, the code should be significantly simplified by automatically removing as much implementation details as possible. The heuristics used for code simplification is based on the classification of code fragments into the following categories:
-object structure items; -control structures (declare, begin, end, if, for, etc.); -SQL blocks (cursor, select, update, fetch, etc.); -data presentation (htp. commands for data output); -data retrieval (textbox, submit, button, checklist, etc.); -stored procedure and functions calls; -other PL/SQL code; -comments; -other code.
Each fragment containing an SQL block, data presentation or data retrieval is replaced by a single line. SQL block is replaced by the first SQL command augmented with the table used; the data presentation fragment and the data retrieval fragment are replaced by print <data> and input <data>, respectively, where <data> denotes the data either presented or read. The fragments of the last kind (other code) are removed.
The simplification introduces a risk some important details are removed. The analyst must be aware of this and when in doubt the original code of each simplified fragment must be checked.
The described method of code simplification is derived from the method used for producing workflows in IBM WebSphere Business Integration Workbench [43, 44] , but it has been modified for the PL/SQL code in the Oracle platform -the list of categories has been compiled on the basis of authors' experience.
The code simplified in this way is raised to a higher level of abstraction and enhances the productivity of the analyst. Once the analyst performs the transformation of the PL/SQL code, the activity diagram can be generated from the simplified PL/SQL code automatically.
Case study: To actually produce the activity diagrams for e-Študent, the following sources needed to be reverse engineered:
-dynamic pages (HTML + PL/SQL), -stored procedures and functions (PL/SQL), -reports (SQL), -triggers (PL/SQL), and -JavaScript code.
A naive approach of using a tool to generate activity diagrams, e.g., 'UML Modeler for SQL' as PL/SQL code: DynPages,procedures,functions ↓ UML Modeler for SQL Activity Diagrams, failed exactly for the reasons outlined above. For a single stored procedure the number of elements within the activity diagram produced automatically using some tool is proportional to the number of lines of codes, and such a diagram is not readable even in case of moderate size procedures [36] .
Illustrating the processing of a complete dynamic page exceeds the available space and thus only an excerpt is shown in Fig. 5 . The first step consists of automatic PL/SQL code simplification. Classification of source code constructs and their subsequent removal or transformation in accordance with the rules specified above was implemented atop of another PL/SQL parser (also based on Patrick Higgins's ANTLR v3-based PL/SQL parser, see Subsection 5.1). After manual inspection and further simplification the activity diagram was generated using the reverse engineering options of 'UML Modeler for SQL'.
The entire set of activity diagrams includes 781 diagrams -one for every live dynamic page (186), stored procedure (388) and function (207). Manually . . .
IF v assistant = a THEN
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. . . processing all this code objects is a tremendous task, but it is significantly reduced using the automatic code simplification and automatic generation of activity diagrams using UML Modeler for SQL. In many cases, e.q., maintenance or consulting, not all activity diagrams should be produced.
In e-Študent, the complexity of reports (generated using Oracle Report Builder), triggers and Javascript sources is not an issue. Therefore, they are considered as an appendix to the business model.
Sequence diagrams
Sequence diagrams express interactions and data flow between different objects within an application and thus describe a dynamic component of business processes. They may be used at different levels of abstraction to present different views of the application: usage scenarios (a description of a potential way the application is used), the logic of methods (explore the logic of a complex operation, function, or procedure) or the logic of services (a high-level method, often invoked by clients).
To generate sequence diagrams, a sequence of calls performed by every programming object must be obtained first. In PL/SQL code the programming object are dynamic pages (representing user's main operations) and stored procedures and functions (transformed to class methods).
Next, for each object a direct call tree is constructed: the root node contains the artifact itself and the leaves contain, from left to right, the artifacts called. Thus, the direct call tree is an ordered tree of height 1 if there are some calls from the programming object in the root node or 0 otherwise.
A direct call tree is transformed into a complete call tree by repetitive replacement of leaves with their direct call trees: a leaf is replaced if its direct call tree is of height 1 and no internal node on the path from the root to the leaf does not contain the programming object in the leaf. The transformation is completed once no leaf can be replaced any more.
Finally, the generated sequence diagram contains user's main operations (found in the use case diagrams) and classes (found in the class diagram) in the head sections while transitions are obtained by a preorder traversal of the complete call tree.
In this manner, a complete sequence diagram is obtained statically (disregarding PL/SQL control structures). There are at least two ways of producing the sequence diagram dynamically during reverse engineering. The first one is based on the reconstruction of clickstreams from the data obtained in the application's log files accumulated over many years [34] . The other way is to construct and apply a comprehensive set of test cases [9] . Using the dynamic approach, a number of sequence diagrams are obtained for each user's main operations while using the static method outlined above one complete sequence diagram per user's main operation, although bigger, is generated.
Case study: For all dynamic pages, stored procedures and functions of eŠtud-ent, sequences of inter-method calls were retrieved by a simple scanner of the source code additionally relying on information stored in Portal's Data Catalog. By another custom tool these sequences were transformed using the method described above into a GraphViz format and finally produced by dot.
An example of a sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . Due to the size of direct/complete call trees and the size of sequence diagrams, only a small excerpt of a single sequence diagram can be presented.
Producing the hypertext model
A suitable model is needed to adequately present the complex navigation of a dynamic web application. Several formal descriptions like FSM [10] and WebML [15] more or less meet this criterion, but the Atomic Section Model (ASM) [33] was chosen as it is capable of representing complex web applications with simple graphs. Furthermore, it can be produced using the static analysis.
ASM is a well known model primarily developed for testing web applications. Each HTML page is represented by a Component Interaction Model (CIM); CIMs of all HTML pages are combined together into an Application Transition Graph (ATG) representing ASM. Thus, the ATG of a web application is the formal representation of the hypertext model.
The CIM of a single HTML page is a quadruple CIM = S, A, CE, T with -a set of start pages S from which the page is referenced, -a set of atomic sections A the page is made of, -a component expression CE describing the page structure, and -a set of transitions T pointing from and to (other) HTML pages.
An atomic section (AS) is a basic block of PL/SQL code producing the HTML page contents send to a client. The component expression is a regular expression denoting all possible sequences, selections and iterations of diverse ASs when dynamically constructing HTML page. All sets are fixed; in reverse engineering they can be retrieved by parsing HTML code or objects which dynamically create HTML pages, and by some manual processing by an analyst. Originally the first component of a CIM is a single start page [33] . However, to produce the adequate hypertext model the first component of a CIM must be a set of all pages pointing to a page the CIM is made for. This is important for the construction of the ATG.
The ATG of an application is a quadruple ATG = Γ, Θ, Σ, α with -a set Γ of software components (CIMs), -a set Θ containing all transitions of all CIMs, -a set Σ of variables defining possible states of the presentation layer, and -a set α of of all diverse starting pages (usually one).
The ATG is usually presented as a directed graph with a set of vertices Γ and a set of edges Θ. A CIM is extracted from a dynamic page or a stored procedure using a method similar to extracting an activity diagram: it consists of (1) code simplification, (2) manual extraction of CIM structure and generation of graphical representation of CIM.
Code simplification is performed by the parser used for generation of activity diagrams except that the code fragments are classified into the following categories:
-presentation elements (code fragments which are copied to HTML page or produce the contents that is copied to HTML page); -links (links to other HTML pages, SUBMIT parameter definitions, etc.); -control structures; -procedure and function calls; -other code (SQL blocks, declarations, etc.).
All fragments classified as 'other code' are eliminated. Note that this code simplification concentrates on code fragments that were mostly left out by the code simplification used for producing activity diagrams.
Once the code is simplified, the CIM is produced manually by an analyst defining atomic sections and the control flow among them, and the transitions to and from other dynamic pages. Each atomic section represent a description of a group of presentation elements, stored procedure and function calls at a higher level of abstraction. The ATG is constructed simply by connecting CIMs using the transitions among them.
Case study: For instance, the CIM of a dynamic page for open exam registrations is shown in Fig. 7 . It contains 15 atomic sections (labeled P 1 . . . P 15 ) connected as described by the regular expression P 1 ((P 2 |ε)P 3 ((P 4 (P 5 |P 6 )(P 7 |ε)P 8 )|(P 9 (P 10 |ε)P 11 (P 12|ε)P 13 )|ε)P 15 )|P 14 where P 1 is "HeadSectionAndTitle", P 2 is "StatusMissingURL", etc. Futhermore, it contains 4 transitions, namely
The first two transitions specify where is this dynamic page reachable from while the third one specifies which dynamic page is used after the main operation performed by this dynamic page has been finished. The fourth transition specifies a return to the same dynamic page once the parameters have been refined using HTML form elements contained within the page. To produce CIMs for eŠtudent, the source code of a dynamic page was simplified by the same parser as used for activity diagrams but using the code classification as described above. Once the analyst produced the CIM description, the graphical presentation of CIMs was generated using the dot tool from the GraphViz package.
Apart from the four pages used during the login process, e-Študent contains five entry points, one for each user group. After a quick check it was established that one CIM must be produced for each of 186 dynamic pages 349 of 388 stored procedures and 65 of 207 stored functions. Thus, the hypertext model of e-Študent consists of almost 600 CIMs. To produce the ATG, each transition is augmented with a link to a dot file containing a CIM of a dynamic page reachable by the transition.
Lessons from the case study
Since the start of the reverse engineering of eŠtudent in 2012 [36] , the focus of the reverse engineering has changed. Namely, in autumn 2012 the initial goal of producing the PIM suitable for fully automatic reengineering of eŠtudent has been replaced by producing the PIM suitable for maintenance and consulting.
The change of the goal was due to the decision of the new development team not to implement the new eŠtudent from the described models because of the complexity of the application, major modifications of the existing requirements and a number of new requirements.
The initial eŠtudent development team consisted of 9 developers but only one developer (the first author) actively maintains the application nowadays. The construction of the models proved to be a great advantage during maintenance for a number of reasons. First, it provided the maintainer a consistent top-down understanding of various aspects of the entire application. Second, it enabled the maintainer to understand the entire source code even though most of the past developers are no longer of any help. It turned out that code modifications (due to an urgent requirement changes) or bug fixes were much easier to perform once the corresponding activity diagrams were constructed. Before the diagrams were produced, finding and fixing the part of the code to be changed and testing the fix demanded significantly more work.
Once the new development team started on the next generation of eŠtudent in autumn 2012, the models were used intensively for the domain knowledge transfer during the design phase of the new application. The class diagram was transferred into the new application and later modified according to new requirements, and the use case diagrams were user for establishment of the compulsory tasks.
The consultant (the first author) found the activity diagrams made at a higher level of abstraction as described in this paper invaluable since the new development team needed information on operations at a higher level of granularity. More precisely, once the main elements of the PIM were available, the consulting became far more comprehensive and compact. The need for consulting services decreased sharply after approximately 3 months during which the consultant-analyst was producing and conveying the model (especially the activity diagrams). Hence, the method proved its importance in practice. Whenever low-level details were required, the original source code was preferred to the automatically generated activity diagrams, i.e., as described in [36] .
As the construction of models requires a considerable amount of analyst's work, the models were constructed to the extent requested by maintenance needs and consulting work only. Additionally, the construction of the models was interleaved with the development of the necessary custom tools and thus no clear separation of time used for each of these two tasks is available.
The construction of class diagram and use case diagrams took 2 man-weeks to complete. The most of this time was spent for assigning methods based on stored procedures and functions to classes of the conceptual class diagram.
As expected, the most time consuming part of the reverse engineering proved to be the construction of activity diagrams. After the initial attempt described in [36] , the dead code elimination and source code simplification were introduced. Now, an analyst roughly familiar with eŠtudent needs approximately 1 hour to produce the activity diagram for a relatively simple dynamic page shown in Fig. 5 . Based on all activity diagrams constructed (51 in total so far) during maintenance and consulting, we estimate that 2 hours per activity diagram are needed on average and thus for the entire set of 781 activity diagrams 40 manweeks suffices.
As the generation of sequence diagrams is fully automated, the time needed for the generation is not an issue. The CIMs are usually produced by the same analyst as activity diagrams and thus approximately 60 % less time is needed as for the activity diagrams (but since less CIMs than activity diagrams has been produced so far, this estimation is less reliable).
Many papers agree that a large part of the reverse engineering must be performed manually, but the paper by Di Lucca et al. is one of the few that provide at least some metrics on actual reverse engineering of a web application. Their conclusions are the same as ours: "the most expensive steps are those requiring human intervention" [17, p. 96] (even though there are some inconsistencies regarding Table V on the same page).
Discussion
An important issue in reverse engineering is to properly define the focus:
1. If the produced model can be used by the MDD tools to generate the new version of the application, a lot is gained since the automated code generation is less error prone and can be done quickly for different platforms. However, to produce the adequate model for automated MDD, the proper understanding of the existing web application must be gained first. This understanding usually requires a shift to a higher level of abstraction which, as all authors agree, cannot be fully automated. Only after the model on the higher level of abstraction is obtained, the usual forward engineering involving "understanding → model → code" can be applied [32] . 2. Otherwise, the produced model can serve as a well formalized documentation and therefore it enables the switch from agile software development to other software development methodologies. Furthermore, a proper formal documentation provides a foundation for efficient maintenance and consulting. Like above, the models must be shifted on the higher level of abstraction in order to yield an insight rather than simply machine readable description.
In either case, the shift to a higher level of abstraction involves primarily processing of the existing source code to produce proper activity diagrams since these diagrams represent the main formalization of business logic. The next in line are CIMs since they specify the navigation aspect. Generation of both kinds of diagrams requires analyst support. PL/SQL proved to be far too low-level formalism any automatic transformation into the PIM could be successful [13] . Even if activity diagrams are generated automatically, they are too detailed and include too many past design elements (including bad solutions that should not be propagated to newer versions).
There are certain tools available that can ease reverse engineering significantly (Visual Paradigm, UModel, PowerDesigner, . . . ), but for two reasons the task cannot be fully automated using any of them. First, even if they produce a formally correct model or a part of it, it is usually too large and too detailed, and thus inadequate for later use as shown in [36] . Second, obviously no tool can gain a proper insight into the logic behind the application. This proves to be the major obstacle in reverse engineering of an application based on the entity relationship diagrams and PL/SQL code as producing the PIM involves a shift to the OO design. Hence, a number of custom tools must be made during reverse engineering to support but not replace the manual construction of the PIM.
As it turns out reverse engineering of PL/SQL code must be done by someone who is at least to some degree familiar with the design of the system being reverse engineered. There are at least three operations that must be human assisted: transformation of the entity relationship diagrams to class diagrams, transformation of the PL/SQL code to activity diagrams, and transformation of the presentation elements of the PL/SQL code into the hypertext model.
Furthermore, a lesson learnt the hard way is that if a reverse engineering of a PL/SQL-based web application that was produced by agile development is to be economically viable, reverse engineering must be performed by at least some members with the domain knowledge who participated in the development of the application.
Finally, even though PL/SQL is not a good starting point for a reverse engineering towards the PIM, sometimes it simply must be done. And although it might encompass a lot of manual processing, the resulting model is worth the effort [18] .
Related work
Recently, a number of authors reported a different approaches to reverse engineering of dynamic web or similar applications. Favre described a MDA-based framework of platform-independent and platform-dependent models that are to be produced by reverse engineering of object-oriented code [20] . It is "propose(d) to apply static and dynamic analysis to generate models" [20] but no actual procedures for the generation of these models are given and no test based on a real-world application is included.
Di Lucca et al. [17] presented a reverse engineering process for dynamic web application supported by the WARE tool. Both static and dynamic analysis were performed to describe business model using class diagrams, use-case diagrams and sequence diagrams. Although similar to our work, their approach does not include activity diagrams -but only activity diagrams enable a comprehensive understanding of business logic, i.e., not just what tasks are performed but also how they are actually performed.
Concentrating on the actual procedures of static reverse engineering, Zou et al. describe how a business model definition can be constructed after undocumented changes to the source code were made [44, 45] . Like ours their technique involves source code simplification using a heuristic based on categorizing programming language constructs. However, they only describe the generation of workflows which roughly correspond to activity diagrams while our method covers other models of PIM and the hypertext model as well.
Bellucci et al. described the MARIA tool to perform static reverse engineering of user interfaces of dynamic web applications [12] . The static transformation from the concrete language (HTML, CSS, Ajax, JavaScript) to the abstract (platform independent) one is described -again it is based on categorizing source code constructs. The tool produces the description of the user interface at two different abstract levels but it cannot be used to generate a complete business and hypertext model.
The dynamic approach to reverse engineering has also been considered. Like Zou et al. [44, 45] Di Francescomarino et al. presented a reverse engineering process leading to the web application's business model only using the dynamic analysis of GUI-forms [16] . Amalfitano et al. focused on dynamic analysis of Rich Internet Applications (RIA) user interface to produce a proper description using Finite State Machines (FSMs) [8] . Similarly, Marcheto et al. presented a ReAjax tool to perform on Ajax web applications [28] . It is focused on Ajax specifics and produces GUI-based state model. Alalfi et al. [6] perform reverse engineering to obtain UML sequence diagrams for PHP web applications using instrumentation and analysis of execution traces. Likewise, Briand et al. described reverse engineering of distributed Java applications to produce sequential diagrams as well [14] .
To summarize, certain papers include no or very little concrete procedures for reverse engineering [19, 20, 35] while we include the generation of these models as well. Other papers focus on a single aspect, i.e, workflow based business model [44, 45] , reverse engineering of UIs [12, 16, 28] , sequence diagrams [6, 14] , or leave out some important aspect [17] . However, our approach tends to come as close as possible to the PIM of a web application which should consist of a business model, a presentation model and a hypertext model as many authors working on a standard (forward) modeling agree, i.e., UWE [21, 22] , WebML [15] , OOHDM [38] , Netsilon [32] , W2000 [11] .
Conclusion
Instead of yet another paper describing a methodology of a reverse engineering for producing different models, we concentrated on one particular kind of web applications, namely those written primarily in PL/SQL and based on Oracle Portal/DB. Our methodology produces the business and the hypertext model, both at the level of abstraction suitable for human insight into the application. In presenting it, we focused on procedures rather than on a tool that might implement them.
We tried to avoid the approach of (1) some sources [35] which describe what models are to be made without giving any hints about how this models could be made, (2) of some sources [44, 45] which do not provide the entire PIM, or (3) of some sources [17] that leave out the most important components, i.e., the activity diagrams. We find these approaches inadequate as the problems are not in the selection of the appropriate models but in gaining the insight into the existing application and the subsequent applicability of the produced models.
The methodology has been tested on the real-world application intensively used in practice, i.e., a student information system eŠtudent. The models retrieved by reverse engineering have been used successfully for maintenance and consulting. We believe that the produced models represent a viable starting point for the design of a model suitable for automated MDA. 
